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(1)

(3)

(3) The Champ Unisex Colorblocked eco-Fleece
Crewneck Sweatshirt As Low As $29.50
A splash of color and regular fit combine to make this earth-friendly
crewneck an instant classic. Low-impact yarn dyed and washed.
Contrast-color collar and sleeves. Bound rib collar. Banded sleeves
and bottom hem.

(4)
(2)

(1) Morris Pullover Hoodie As Low As $39.70
When warm days turn cool, this eco-Jersey pullover lets you keep
playing from day to night. Your neutral go-everywhere hoodie
this season, it slips on over anything and gets better with every
wash. Mens regular fit.

(2) Feeder Stripe Polo As Low As $26.00
This classic short-sleeve polo features colorful feeder stripes with
a contrasting solid 1x1 rib color and sleeve bands. Accented with
two-button placket and a slightly longer back for added comfort.
Made of sustainable eco-Feeder Stripe Jersey, part of our ecofriendly Alternative Earth collection. Men’s regular fit.

(4) Unisex eco-Jersey Contrast Ringer
Crewneck T-Shirt As Low As $13.50
A great fit and fabric make this classic ringer crewneck a staple
for both women and men.1x1 rib collar and sleeve bands.
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(9)

(5)

(5) Your Favorite Tee! As Low As $15.50
Fully customizable retail fashion goods. All fabrics
are custom color-match garment-dyed, twice
vintage-washed and eco-printed using water-based
discharge inks for the most velvety end product
imaginable. Multiple colors and styles available.
Includes 1-color imprint.

(6)

(7)

(9) Ladies’ eco-Jersey Maxi Dress As Low As $42.00
(6) Meegs Ugly Stripe Racer Tank

Supple fabric scores maximum points for eye catching
style. 1x1 rib neck and armholes. Raw-edge bottom hem.
Racerback.

As Low As $12.90
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We gave our top-ranked women’s tank a pop of color
with bold rugby-style stripes. Made of our so-soft
eco-Stripe Jersey, this racerback tank has a rounded
bottom and merrowed hem. Part of our eco-friendly
Alternative Earth collection. Women’s contemporary fit.

(7) Ladies’ Meegs eco Jersey
Racerback Tank As Low As $12.60
Light and flowing, this super-soft tank will be your
favorite. Low-impact yarn dyed and washed. Rounded
bottom with merrowed hem.

(10)

(8)
(8) Dolman Long Sleeve Top As Low As $12.12
This slouchy long-sleeve tee is made with a little extra
room and plenty of style to spare. Features a deep
scoop neck and dolman-style sleeves. Made of our
sheer, soft Melange Heather Burnout for a vintage-inspired look and feel. Womens relaxed fit.

(10) OGIO® Elixir Tunic Starting At $53.98
The cure-all for her tired wardrobe, this tunic features
bias-cut details and a playful drawcord waist.
Poly|spandex jersey with stay-cool wicking technology.
Self-fabric, bias-cut collar. 6-button, bias-cut placket with
O debossed metal buttons. 3|4 sleeves with ruching.
Pleat at back yoke. Self-fabric, bias-cut drawcord tunnel
with dyed-to-match drawcord with metal tips.

(12)

(11) Play Dry® Wrapper Window Pane Polo Starting At $75.00
100% polyester, 5 oz. Play Dry® moisture management jacquard knit, selfgoods collar, three-button placket, polished etched buttons, hemmed sleeves,
solid locker patch, even-hem bottom, shark plate at right sleeve hem.

(12) OGIO® Elixir Polo Starting At $47.98
Leave it to OGIO to stir up an intoxicating blend of street-ready style with
high performance. Poly|spandex jersey with stay-cool wicking technology.
Self-fabric collar. 3-button, bias-cut placket with O debossed metal buttons.
Bias-cut shoulder and sleeve panels. Bias-cut side vents.

(13)
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(11)

(14)

(13) Nike Golf Dri-FIT Graphic Polo As Low As $67.98

(14) Ladies’ UTK Cool.logikTM Performance Zippered Polo
Starting At $47.90

Concealed zippered placket with semi-auto lock rubber pull tab. Self fabric
collar. Contrast color jacquard design with cooling yarns on the reverse side
of fabric. Contrast color side inserts and cover stitch front and back.

(15)

(16)

(15) Nike Golf Dri-FIT Sport Colorblock Polo As Low AS $63.98
Colorblocking on the chest challenges the traditional polo, while Dri-FIT
moisture management technology helps keep things cool. Features a selffabric collar, three-button placket and open hem sleeves. The contrast heat
transfer Swoosh design trademark is on the right chest. Made of 6-ounce,
100% polyester Dri-FIT fabric.

(16) Play Dry® Heather Polo Starting At $69.00
89% polyester|11% spandex, 5 ¼ oz. Play Dry® moisture management
heather knit, UPF 50+, rib-knit collar, three-button placket, polished etched
buttons, hemmed sleeves, even hem bottom, shark plate at right sleeve.
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Get noticed. Bold heat transfer graphics on the shoulders and Dri-FIT
moisture management technology make this polo a sporty, high performer.
Design details include a self-fabric collar, three-button placket, open hem
sleeves and side vents. The contrast heat transfer Swoosh design trademark
is on the center back. Made of 5.4-ounce, 100% polyester Dri-FIT fabric.

As Low As $20.00

Dress up the classic hoodie with our logo
sublimated in the hood lining. 50% cotton|
50% Polyester. Soft feel—no pilling. Custom
sublimated hood lining. Other colors available.

The lightest, softest alternative to a sweater you’ll find.
Wear this over a thin base layer for extra comfort and
warmth when you’re on the mountain or throw it over a
T-shirt when you’re headed out to dinner. Tag-free label.
Open hem sleeves. Droptail hem. Welded zippered
pocket on right chest. 5.89-ounce microfleece is brushed
on both sides for softness and breathability. Slim, active
fit that’s cut closer to the body with no bunching or
binding. Quick-drying, anti-pilling. Simple functionality:
No overbuilt madness.

Translucent zipper with contrast treading and semiautolock rubber pull tab. Inside placket with chin guard.
Subtle contrast coverstitch details at raglan and back
sleeve seams. Underarm gusset. Decorative reflective
print on lower left front and lower center back.

(18) District® Young Mens
French Terry Full-Zip Hoodie
As Low As $39.98

Ultra-soft French terry cotton combines
with tonal stitching for an old-school look.

(19) District® Juniors Vintage
French Terry Full-Zip Hoodie
As Low As $35.98

Ultra-soft French terry cotton combines
with tonal stitching for an old-school look.

(22) Women’s Full Zip Heavy Knit Technical
Sweater with Microfleece Lining As Low As $93.00
Zipper front with zipper guard. Contrasting shoulder yoke
patches. Two welded front zipper pockets with microfleece
lining. Shock cord drawstring with plastic toggles. Even hem.
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(21) New Radar Ladies’ Half-Zip
Performance Long Sleeve Top Starting At $33.90
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(17) Sublimated Lined Hoodies

(20) First Ascent®–Cloud Layer® Fleece
¼-Zip Pullover As Low As $49.98

Chin guard. Centre front reverse coil zipper with
reflective asymmetric piping. Chest pocket with reverse
coil zipper and zipper garage. Contrast coverstitch
detailing. Lower pockets with reverse coil zippers.

(26) Moondrizzle Custom Jacket
As Low As $53.98

(24) Terrain Ladies’ Color-Block Soft Shell
with Embossed Print Starting At $97.90

(27) New Neo Ladies’ Insulated Hybrid
Soft Shell Jackets As Low As $104.31

(25) Pursuit Ladies’ 3-Layer Light Bonded
Hybrid Soft Shell Jacket with Laser
Perforation Starting At $83.90
Inside storm placket with chin guard. Center front
reverse coil zipper with semi-autolock rubber pull tab.
Lower front reverse coil zippered laser cut pockets with
heat transfer decoration. Left sleeve reverse coil zipper
laser cut pocket with reflective heat transfer decoration.
Reflective piping at front and back shoulder yoke. Laser
perforation at upper back for added breathability.
Reflective heat transfer decoration at lower sleeves.
Audioport access through inside left pocket. Adjustable
shockcord at hem.

Inside storm placket with brushed tricot chin guard.
Thermal brushed tricot-lined collar. Stretch storm
cuff. Brushed tricot-lined pockets. Thermal retention
shockcord at hem. Features roll away adjustable
hood, center front reverse coil zipper with reflective
rubber toggle, two lower front reverse coil zippered
pockets with zipper garages and reflective rubber
toggles, and reflective piping at back seams.
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Fleece chin guard. Brushed tricot-lined collar and
pockets. Thermal retention shockcord at hem. Center
front reverse coil zipper with flat reflective asymmetric
piping. Laser cut|welded chest pocket. Embossed tonal
print sleeve inserts. Flat reflective piping on back collar
and shoulder seams. Two lower front concealed zippered
pockets. Adjustable cuffs with rubber tabs.

Men’s Techno-Dri Interlock Moisture Wicking and
Antimicrobial Fabric long sleeve ¼ zip shirt with
contrast stitching. Completely customizable: over 25
fabric colors to choose from, plus your choice
of topstitch and zipper color!
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(23) Gravity Ladies’ Performance
Fleece Jacket Starting At $55.90
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(28)

(29)

(31) Titus Jacket

(32) Eos Hooded Jacket

As Low As $ 108.00

As Low As $97.50

Simple yet dynamic. Standard with
a touch of electric. Electric with a
touch of class. So many looks with
just one jacket.

Is it a need or is it a want. Need the
hood, want the style. Need the style,
nice to have with a hood. Either way
you’re covered.

(33) Motivate Core365tm
Ladies’ Unlined Lightweight
Jacket Starting At $24.00

(34) Dynamo Ladies’ Hybrid
Performance Soft Shell
Jacket As Low As $70.11

(35) Sirius Ladies’ Lightweight
Jacket With Embossed Print

Chin guard. Center front reverse
coil autolock zipper with reflective
toggle underarm vents. Lower front
concealed zippered pockets with
reflective toggles. Audio port access
through inside lower left pocket.
Elasticized cuffs. Unlined adjustable
shockcord at hem. Reflective piping
at shoulder and center back yoke.

Inside storm placket with chin guard.
Center front reverse coil zipper
with reflective asymmetric piping.
Semi-auto lock zipper with rubber
pull tab. Reflective print detail along
seams. Audio port access through
front left pocket. Adjustable shock
cord at drop back hem with access
through front pockets.

Inside storm placket with chin guard.
Roll-away hood. Center front reversed
coil zipper with semi-auto lock rubber
pull tab. Contrast color and tonal
embossed print inserts Reflective piping
at upper sleeves. Adjustable shock cord
at hood and drop back hem with access
through pockets. Audio port access
through inside lower left pocket.

(30)
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(28) First Ascent® Heyburn 2.0 Jacket
Starting At $299.98

The Heyburn functions expertly on ski lifts and tree runs
with a tough two-layer waterproof|breathable shell.
Core vents with mesh lining dump heat. Internal snow
skirt seals out deep powder. Droptail hem with drawcord
and toggles for adjustability. Adjustable tab cuffs with
hook and loop closures. Relaxed fit that’s cut loose for
layering. Integrated hood that fits easily over a helmet.

(29) NEW First Ascent® Ladies Downlight®
Sweater Jacket Starting At $179.98
The lightest, warmest insulation. Period. Zippered
handwarmer pockets. Slim, active fit that’s cut closer to
the body with no bunching or binding. Weighs less than
one pound, but remarkably thermally efficient. Packs into
its own exterior pocket.

(30) Aries Anorak Jacket As Low As $105.00
Practical?, ..sure. Functional?, ..of course. Fun?, ..no
doubt. Groovy?, ..not sure yet. Stylish, smart, sharp and
sensational?, ..absolutely.

As Low As $39.51

(36) Tavoletta Tablet Organizer As Low As $23.00

(39)

Vinyl tablet organizer with PDA|smartphone adjustable
holder, 6 card slots, document slot, 2 elastic holders for
USB drives, small pocket and a large document pocket
on one side, elastic pen holder (pen not included)
and a cut-out for a built-in camera. Refillable 55|8”x
8¼”notepad with 40 white lined sheets. Cover doubles
as a stand and fits a 9”tablet (Compatible with iPad 2
or 3–tablet not included).

(37) Solano Mini Tablet Combo As Low As $10.00
Combo includes vinyl ST5071 mini tablet holder and
aluminum I103 Tuti mini stylus. ST5071 holder doubles
as a stand, has a cut-out on back for a built-in camera
and fits a 7”mini tablet (compatible with iPad Mini–
tablet not included)

(39) Natale Tablet Holder As Low As $36.00

(38) iPad Mini Case with Bluetooth
Keyboard As Low As $50.00

(40) iPad Case with Bluetooth Keyboard

Protect your Apple iPad mini with this padded case
made of durable leatherette. Enjoy using the built in
Bluetooth Wireless Keyboard that is included. Built
in stand positions allow for easy typing and viewing.
Universal Wireless Bluetooth 3.0 connectivity makes
for easy use, anywhere. Energy saving keyboard has
sleep mode. LED power and charge indicator lights.
Rechargeable lithium battery built in. Easy access to
all iPad buttons, headphone jacks, and ports. Included
items are case, keyboard, and USB cable.

Protect your New Apple iPad with this padded case made
of durable leatherette. Enjoy using the built in Bluetooth
Wireless Keyboard that is included. Built in stand positions
allow for easy typing and viewing. Universal Wireless
Bluetooth 3.0 connectivity makes for easy use, anywhere.
Energy saving keyboard has sleep mode. LED power and
charge indicator lights. Rechargeable lithium battery built
in. Easy access to all iPad buttons, headphone jacks, and
ports. Included items are case, keyboard, and USB cable.

Tablet holder with vinyl panel folding cover and durable
plastic case with rubberized finish. Removable cover has
a hidden magnetic feature that automatically shuts down
tablet. Holder doubles as a stand and fits a 9”tablet
(compatible with iPad 2 or 3 – tablet not included).

As Low As $60.00
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(41) Vanessa Bracelet | Stylus As Low As $2.99
Solid colored rubberized plastic with chrome trim and
black capacitive stylus. Transforms into a bracelet and
can also be used as a bookmark.

(42) Gumbite® Styli for Touchscreen
Mobile Devices As Low As $3.98

(42)
(43)

(46) iWallet As Low as $3.99

Made from recycled aluminum and plastic, the rCase 5 embodies your
iPhone 5 as well as the RuMe philosophy of smart and stylish sustainability.
As a one-piece case designed with our iconic patterns, you can protect your
iPhone 5 in quintessential RuMe style. Each rCase is hand printed in Denver,
CO. Made from recycled aluminum; 100% recyclable. Fitted to protect the
iPhone 4 & 5. Shown in: Clementine|Crosby|Tusk. Other styles available.

Silicone wallet with 3M adhesive sticks
to the back of any phone. Securely holds
up to 3 credit cards, a drivers license or
business cards. This item is great to protect
against identity theft. It is also good for
hotel keys and will not deactivate the strip.

(47) Gadget Grips® Dots As Low As $0.99

(48) Bluetooth Handset

Quickly and easily identifies your personal gadgets. Makes your smartphone
and tablets easy to use. Gives your home button a tactile grip. Patented 3M
adhesive leaves no sticky residue. Iconic logo area with full color Fireglaze™
imprint. Works on most brands of smartphone and tablet home buttons.

Call For Pricing

(43) Sticky Pro As Low as $3.15
Unique Griptyte™ Gel secures glasses, coins or mobile
devices to car dash or console. Repositionable 3M
adhesive clings to your console or dash without leaving
a sticky residue. Vibrant full color graphics. Wash to
renew grip.

(44) Gadget Grippers As Low as $1.99
Adds a tactile handle-like grip to the back of a tablet or
laptop. Gives a more secure grasp to your expensive
gadgets, preventing accidental drops. Lifts tablets from
surfaces, protecting from scratches. Prevents gadgets
from slipping and sliding. Patented 3M removable
adhesive leaves no sticky residue. Brilliant full color
graphics with crystal clear Griptyte™ technology.
Comes in a set of two.

(44)

The Bluetooth Handset with Charging
Cradle comes with weighted charging
cradle and a rubber mat for cell phone.
Allows access to a phone functions when
making calls. Reduces more than 99% of
cellular radiation. Push to talk and hang
up button. High quality speaker and
microphone. Compatible with all cell
phones and smart phones that are with
Bluetooth App.
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Silicone-coated stylus for use with an iPad® or any
other touchscreen device. Broad design offers comfort
as well as accurate control.

(45) rCase iPhone Case Starting At $24.95

As Low As $2.84

Customizable phone stands printed in full color! Keeps
phone upright for easy access and viewing. Charger
friendly features. Large full color, full bleed imprint.
Keeps phone elevated from desk|counter surface to
avoid spill damage. Glossy dry erase finish. Made in
USA from up to 25% recycled content.

(52) Microfiber Tablet Pouch As Low as $2.99
Storage for Tablet. Useful to clean tablet, phone,
etc. 4CP customizable.

The Stand In Smartphone holder helps you grip your
phone comfortably and securely. In addition, it works
well as a simple phone stand. Start using it and you’ll
wonder how you ever got along without one. It’s handy
for keeping your phone secure when using it on the go,
and improves comfort even when sitting still. It folds flat
to the phone so you can still fit it in your pocket.

Designed for tablets like iPad, Samsung Galaxy Tablet,
Blackberry Playbook, T-Mobile G-Slate, PDAs, Digital
Cameras, & most cell phones including the iPhone 5. No
need for multiple adapters since this device includes a
USB port. Energy indicator will illuminate the amount of
battery power remaining. Charge the internal battery by
sunlight or by USB cable (included).

(51) iPhone Backup Battery Case
As Low As $26.50

A backup battery for your iPhone – who couldn’t use
one of those! With your company name or logo printed
on the backside of the unit, this cellphone accessory
makes a fitting gift for executives, traveling sales reps,
educators and much more! What a great addition to
employee incentive programs or fundraising gift baskets.
Plus, it’s a perfect add-on for mobile device covers and
chargers. Logo not shown. Printed on backside of unit

(53) Glogo™ Octo-5 Cable 33.5” As Low As $10.00
The Ultimate Universal Cable — The Glogo™ Octo-5
Cable offers sturdy, high quality connectors that won’t
short circuit, break, or come loose. Unlike comparable
universal cables with exchangeable connectors, the
Octo-5 pieces can’t be removed and lost. Octo-5 cable
includes adapters for mini USB, micro USB, Apple®
products (iPhone 4), and Nokia® cellular phones.

(55) Octopus As Low As $26.67
12 suction cups attach to the back of your mobile
phone with power ready to go at any time. Comes with
rechargeable built in lithium battery. Charges through a
USB port.
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(50) Stand In Call For Pricing

(54) Titan Emergency Solar Charger for
Tablets & Media Devices As Low As $31.95
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(49) Smart Spot Smart Phone MP3 Stands

Portable emergency power source for mobile devices.
One Powershot will give your mobile devices an
emergency charge. Charge it by using any USB port
found on laptops, PCs, airplanes and new vehicles.
So small it hangs on your keyring. Can be charged
from any USB port anywhere in the world. Controls
energy flow to your device, reducing overall energy
consumption and risk to your device.

(56) Dynamo Emergency Charger &
Flashlight As Low As $25.95
The perfect 3-in-1 outdoor traveling accessory with
charger, flashlight, and compass! Compact traveling
companion includes a USB port, convenient for
charging portable devices including tablets (eg. iPad),
cell phones (eg. iPhone 5 & previous models), mp3
players, cameras, & more. Charge via built-in battery or
plug into a car’s cigarette lighter. No need for multiple
adapters since this device includes a USB port. Bright
Emergency LED flashlight illuminates in three modes:
one standard flashlight mode, as well as two emergency
flashing modes that can signal at either a slow or fast
speed. A handy compass is located at the other end of
the flashlight for easy navigation.

(60) Glogo™ Power Pack As Low As $25.07
The revolutionary, patented Glogo™ Power Pack is
the first portable charging device to deliver maximum
brand exposure and powerful enough to charge any
portable device – even iPads and tablets! Glogo™
advance engineering provides an ultra lightweight,
pocket friendly solution to deliver a fast, comprehensive
charge using a safe, Premium A-Grade Lithium
Polymer battery, which will not leak or explode like
comparable Li-Ion battery packs. Illuminates logo when
in use–patented light injection display glows while
charging and recharging devices.
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(59) PowerShot Starting At $34.00
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(57) PowerStick+

(58) USB Wall Charger As Low As $1.99

Starting At $79.00 (4GB), $99.00 (16GB)

Lightweight and portable charger for travel. Plug
this charger into an electrical outlet to charge your
electronics.

Our newest portable charger. It features a high efficiency
charging unit and fail-safe shutoff sensors, all in a
brandable ABS plastic housing. The PowerStick+ is the
only portable power charger that features flash memory
ranging in capacities from 4GB to 16GB. Users can take
advantage of this technology to transfer images and files
to their PowerStick+ charger.

(61) Pardo Power Bank

(62) Light-Up Portable Charger (63) Zena Power Bank

As Low As $25.00

As Low As $48.33

As Low As $30.00

Portable aluminum power bank
(2600mAh) with metallic finish. Ideal
for charging electronic devices with
USB and micro-USB connections.
Connect power bank into a computer
to charge mobile phones or tablets

This powerful portable charger features
a 7800 mAH battery and will power
up your iPhone 3½times before running
dry. Features 2 x USB outputs and a
battery test button with digital display.
Charges the iPhone, iPods, PDAs, cell
phones, MP3 players, and more!

Portable power bank (3000mAh
capacity) with aluminum case and
chrome trim. Ideal for charging
electronic devices with USB and
micro-USB connections. Connect
power bank into a wall outlet to
charge. Includes a white flashlight.

(64) PowerBinder Call For Pricing
PowerBinder features high quality leather, and a large solar panel on the
cover gives the product a hi-tech look. With only one function button and
all electronics in the console, the PowerBinder is intuitive and simple to use.
The LUX meter provides direct feedback to the user that the solar panel is
engaged and working. The PowerBinder provides usable features inside,
allowing storage of paper, handouts, and brochures; as well as iPads and
other tablets.

Wait….did you say paper flash drive? Yes, that’s right.
It’s a disposable paper flash drive. Imagine being able
to use the power of printed media combined with flash
memory to create a custom experience like no other
product has ever been able to offer. intelliPaper® has
patented technology which allows them to embed the
necessary electronic components into paper, where the
look, feel and functionality of the paper is preserved, but
with the added ability of sharing not only printed data
but digital data. The resulting paper products are similar
to card stock (approximately 146lb cover, or roughly
0.5mm thick). The final product is only paper containing
a small piece of silicon, making intelliPaper much more
environmentally friendly and easier to distribute than
other USB devices which have significant plastic and
metal components.
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(66) Paper Flash Drive Call For Pricing
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(67) USB FlashDrive Nike Grind Sneaker
As Low As $18.50

Nike’s Reuse-A-Shoe is a unique program that collects old,
worn-out sports shoes of any brand to be recycled into
Nike Grind. We happy to introduce Sourcery Solutions
Exclusive products made with Nike Grind. This USB
FlashDrive Nike Grind Sneaker is a great way to promote
your brand while using a unique recycled material.

(65) Bondi Bluetooth Silicone Keyboard As Low As $39.95
Flexible, full-size silicone keyboard is spill-proof and foldable. Compatible
with all Bluetooth enabled devices such as mobile phones, mp3 players,
multi-media devices, tablets including iPads, & computers. Unlike traditional keyboards this silicone keyboard can be easily cleaned with a damp
cloth or disinfectant spray! Perfect for travel. Includes keyboard, built-in
rechargeable battery, and USB cable.

Incredible sound quality in a small footprint. Connects wirelessly up to
30 feet away. Works with all Bluetooth-enabled devices: smart phones,
tablets and more. Rechargeable for up to 4 hours of wireless play
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You, At a Glance.
Know what's happening with you, instantly: Your sleep,
your activity, what you're eating. The home screen is
your daily dashboard. A way to quickly check in with
your progress and see what your friends are up to.
Know How Active You Are

(68) UP by Jawbone Starting At $129.99
Designed for everyday life! UP™ is a system that takes
a holistic approach to a healthy lifestyle. The wristband
tracks your movement and sleep in the background.
The app displays your data, lets you add things like
meals and mood, and delivers insights that keep you
moving forward.
UP was designed to fit seamlessly in people's lives. It's
a thoughtful combination of engineering and design,
custom-made for how we live. UP is both flexible and
strong. Sometimes UP needs to slide smoothly under
sleeves or bend to accommodate an active lifestyle.
Other times it has to be strong enough to stand up to a
snowball fight without a problem (or more likely, a few
thousand showers). Day and night, UP is right there
with you.

Wearing UP captures a complete picture of your day, so
you don't have to guess how active you are. UP tracks
your steps, distance, calories burned and time spent
active vs. idle.
Track Your Food & Drink
UP's mobile app lets you log what you eat and drink by
taking a photo, scanning a bar code or searching the UP
ingredient database. UP also helps you track calories,
fats, carbs and more.
A Deeper Look At Sleep
Small and comfortable to wear at night, UP senses your
micro-movements while you sleep and uses advanced
algorithms to determine hours slept, light vs. deep sleep
and waking movements
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(69) Jam Wireless Portable Speaker Starting At $49.99

(70) GRID-IT!® Wrap 7 for iPad Mini Starting At $29.99
GRID-IT! Wrap for iPads and Tablets Starting At $29.99
Slim. Basic. Obvious. This wrap features the GRID-IT!®, the most
intelligent organization tool ever, along with a neoprene sleeve that
snugly holds your tablet and accessories in place. It even stretches to
accommodate those bulkier items such as power adapters. Neoprene
cover protects items inside. GRID-IT!® on front. GRID-IT!® organization
system–a rubberized woven elastic object retention system for gadget
organization. Ideal for organizing tablet accessories, iPod, iPhone,
BlackBerry and other digital devices. Versatile organization, endless
configurations. Designed to hold items firmly in place.
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(71) Gumbite® Snappi Cable Organizer

(72) Gumbite® Twisti Cable Winder

As Low As $1.59

As Low As $2.98

Silicone cable organizer that eliminates annoying
tangled cables. Manage your computer cables at home,
in the office or on the road.

ABS plastic tube with silicone core; wind excessive cable
around core and lock in place by securing in tube.
Specially designed channels allow cable access at both
ends. Eliminates annoying tangled cables.

As Low As $1.59

Silicone cable organizer. Holds cables in place at home,
in the office, or in your car. Adhesive backing secures to
desk, monitor, dashboard or other surfaces.

(74) Gumbite® Stoppi Desktop
Cable Manager As Low As $6.98
ABS plastic with silicone accents and slots. Keeps
cables, cords and plugs within reach on your desk when
disconnected. Prevents cables from sliding away. Silicone
grip feet on base.

(76) Jumo Solar Bluetooth Speaker

Bluetooth speaker with maximum power of 68 dB
and aluminum casing. Control buttons for volume,
play|pause, forward|reverse. Built-in rechargeable
battery with 3 hours of use when fully charged. Builtin microphone for answering incoming calls from a
mobile phone. USB|mini USB cable, AUX cable and
user manual included.

As Low As $29.95

(77) Addi Bluetooth Speaker As Low As $40.00

(78) The Freeport Earphones Splitter

Bluetooth speaker with maximum power of 95 dB
and iron casing. Control for volume, play|pause,
forward|reverse and On|Off switch. Multi-function
USB|AUX cable allows you to charge battery or
listen to music by connecting cable to your computer
(included). Built-in rechargeable battery with
minimum 2 hours of use when fully charged.

As Low As $2.09

Introducing the 1st Solar Bluetooth Speaker. The speaker
naturally sits in the most optimal position for charging the
internal battery by solar energy. Listen to your music outside
throughout the day while the solar panel continuously
charges the internal battery. Continuous playtime: 6-8
hours. Light panel illuminates with Bluetooth pairing status.
Connect the Jumo Speaker to any Bluetooth enabled device
such as mobile phones, mp3 players, multi-media devices,
tablets, and computers.

The Free port splitter plugs into an ear phone or head
phone audio output jack. A fantastic multi-purpose phone
stand. Holds phone by sticking onto the back via suction
cup. Remove the suction cup then use it as a universal 1|8”
earphone splitter. Allows 2 earphone jacks to plug in and
two people to listen to the same audio with their own set
of head phones. Great for use with iPhone, Android, iPad,
iPod Touch, and other MP3|MP4 devices.
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(73) Gumbite® Clippi Cable Organizer

(75) Brynn Bluetooth Speaker As Low As $50.00

High quality rechargeable bold color satin finish metal
speaker with 3 hours life span after charge. Compatible
with laptop, iPod, iPhone, smartphones and MP3 devices
with 3.5mm audio output. Compact size for indoor and
outdoor use. Includes USB Cable for battery recharging
and 3.5 mm audio connector.

(81) SoundByte As Low As $3.85
Passive silicone speaker amplifier compatible with all Apple iPhones®. Boosts sound up to
200% (10dB) by acoustic wave guide horn system, for sound twice as loud. No external
power necessary. Stands your iPhone in an angled landscape orientation for easy media
viewing. Stabilizing foot prevents tipping the unique spherical design.

(80)

(80) Grandstand As Low As $2.99
Sturdy stand for all tablet computers, including iPad, iPad Mini, Galaxy Tab, Microsoft Surface,
Kindle Fire and e-readers. Boost your tunes up to 140% (5dB) by redirecting sound from backfacing speakers, no external power necessary. Two viewing angles to avoid glare from overhead
lights. Remarkable spherical design. Non-skid rubber feet provide exceptional stability while
working on your tablet without tipping or sliding. Dock slot and cord management hole allow
charging while device is on stand.

Clean sound and bass is delivered by the on ear headphones. Connect to your iPad, iPhone
or other Tablet and Smartphone via 3.5mmm jack and deliver the sound that those devices
were meant too. Easily fold the headphones down and insert them into the velvet pouch for
easy transporting.
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(82) Atlas Headphones As Low As $12.48
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(79) XSquare Portable Speaker As Low As $24.99

It’s time to set yourself free! This high-quality bluetooth
headset allows you to listen to music and take phone
calls wirelessly. Flatline Headphones are available in six
stylish color combinations. With large side imprint areas,
your logo is sure to turn heads! Universal Bluetooth
compatibility–works with Bluetooth enabled smart
phones, tablets, PCs, music devices, etc. Accept incoming
calls or toggle between tracks with the touch of a button.
Omni-directional high quality microphone. Play|Talk 10
hours. Transfer distance: 33ft.

(86) BlueMIKE Wireless Bluetooth
Speakerphone As Low As $41.66
The BlueMIKE wireless Bluetooth speaker and
speakerphone is designed to provide the high definition
sound your digital life demands. Simply pair your
handheld device with the BlueMIKE to enjoy dynamic
sound. Also, BlueMIKE makes for a fun way to talk to
friends and family hands free!

(87) Deluxe Cord Case As Low As $2.99
Zippered durable case with inner mesh pockets to protect
and organize cords.

As Low As $55.00

(84) Micki Headphones As Low As $14.00
Stereo audio headphones with maximum power of 108
dB. Black PVC adjustable headband with chrome trim,
plastic and foam ear cups. AUX audio cord with a gold
plated plug.

Bluetooth stereo headphones with maximum power of
94 dB. Control buttons for volume, play|pause,
forward|reverse and accepting|rejecting mobile phone
calls|redial last call. Built-in microphone for answering
incoming calls from a mobile phone. Built-in rechargeable
battery with 10 hours of use when fully charged. USB
cable, travel pouch, spare foam ear cup covers and user
manual included.

(89) MicroFiber Ear Bud Pouch As Low As $2.29
White travel ear buds in microfiber pouch. Useful to
clean phone, screen, tablet, etc. Full color, custom imprint
on pouch.

As Low As $55.00

(85) Zipper Earbud Call for Pricing
Metallic earbud with zipper cord and microphone.

(90) Cam Over As Low As $6.46
CamOvers’ sleek design offers an attractive way to
protect your camera. Constructed of 2mm neoprene.
Just slip your camera’s wrist strap through the rubber
hole and slide CamOvers over your camera. Comes with
3” x 4” microfiber cleaning cloth inside.

(91) Deluxe Case with Ear Buds & Mic
As Low As $3.99

Molded case with zipper closure. Includes white ear
buds with mic.
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(88) Tiziana Bluetooth Headphones
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(83) Flatline™ Headphones Starting At $56.67

(92) Hydration Water Bottle
As Low As $9.99

Never knock your drink over again!
15oz anti-slip hand blown glass
bottle. Tabletop and office desk
secure. Silicone lid and matching
suction base.

(93) bobble 18.5 oz Filtered
Water Bottle As Low As $9.98
Made in the U.S.A., this item is an
eco-friendly alternative to singleserve water bottles. Sleek|reusable
water bottle. Filters as you drink.
Customizable non-slip band for easy
carrying. Replaceable carbon filter
that removes chlorine & organic
contaminants from municipal tap
water. 1 filter = 300 water bottles.
BPA free.

(94) Beat-Bottle As Low As $11.68

(95) 32oz h2go delta (Top)

Perfect gift for the person who has
everything! Play your music in the
bottle. Store your phone in your
bottle. Ideal for travel, gym, beach,
car, work. Designed to fit iPhone 4
& iPhone 5 (other models may fit
although may not amplify music).
Silicone secures and protects your
phone. 18oz water bottle.

32 oz single wall tritan copolyester bottle with threaded
lid and activated coconut filter-patent pending; filter
made in the U.S.A.

As Low As $10.99

(96) 30oz h2go angle (Bottom) As Low As $5.99
30 oz single wall tritan copolyester bottle with flip-up
straw, silicone grip and carrying loop.

(97)

(97) 16oz ecoPint As Low As $5.99
16 oz single wall pint made from bamboo fiber. Hand
wash only. Due to natural nature of item each piece will
be slightly different.

(101) 20oz Infuse As Low As $6.99
20 oz acrylic double wall tumbler with fruit infuser
threaded H|C lid and matching straw for hot or cold
beverages. Patent pending.

(98) 11oz Vista Glass Mug As Low As $8.99

(102) Excursion Bottle with Cap and Strap

11 oz double wall borosilicate glass with color accent
handle. Due to natural nature of item each piece will be
slightly different.

As Low As $8.50

(99)

(102)

(100) Savoy Glass Water Bottle
Starting At $23.00

Ergonomic design. Glass construction. Easy open|close
180°, leak resistant cap with protective collar. Widemouth lid allows easy filling. Fits in most cup holders.
BPA-Free.

(103) 18oz Flip Top Freedom Tumbler
As Low As $5.99

(100)

BPA Free! Double wall insulated acrylic tumbler with
flip top sipper lid. High quality and unique design.
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The Excursion bottle offers an added dimension to
this dual wall tumbler. The five color option offers a
diverse way to display your brand. All Cap and Strap
items offer a hygienic drink experience with a screw
on cap while never sacrificing convenience. With
an option to print on the outside OR the inside wall,
there’s no end to the possibilities. Durable SAN acrylic
inner and outer construction. Dual wall insulation.
Functional two part fill and drink spout lid with tether.

(99) 12oz Elan Starting At $16.00
Ergonomic design. Glass construction. Easy open|close
180°, leak resistant cap with protective collar. Widemouth lid allows easy filling. Soft silicone sleeve adds
stability and impact resistant. Fits in most cup holders.
BPA-Free.
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(101)

Tilting for easy brewing. Innovative design allows you to
enjoy tea at a whole new level!

(107)
(104) Premium Hand Painted Glassware & Designs
Call For Pricing

(107) Party Tumbler As Low As $4.99
Our exclusive reusable party tumbler inspires nostalgia
for the weekend while proudly displaying your brand.
This item is a dual wall tumbler that also offers a straw
option. There’s also a matte area to write your name so
no one else takes your tumbler!

(108) Vino2Go As Low As $8.99
10oz double wall insulated wine tumbler.

(109) Shotshell As Low As $41.25
(105) 23oz Soda Tritan™ Bottle

As Low As $3.99

BPA free! Soda pop bottle designed with a screw off lid. Tritan™
material withstands freezing and boiling temperatures. Fits in most
automobile cup holders.

Keep your drink at just the right temperature with the
Stansport 12 Gauge Shotshell Thermo Bottle. This stylish
insulated bottle keeps drinks hot or cold for up to 24
hours. It’s great for keeping coffee on hand for hunting
or camping trips. The Stansport 12 Gauge Shotshell
Thermo Bottle makes a great gift for the outdoorsman
in your life. Holds 25oz.|3 cups. Double wall, vacuum
insulated, rustproof bottle.
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Inky & Bozko Sidelines products utilizes the cutting edge Reverz-Art™
technique that features unique, hand painted designs manufactured
with explicit detail.

(108)
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(106) Tilt 45º Tea Mug As Low As $8.99

(110) The GRIPSTIC™ As Low As $1.98
Slides On Bags to Seal Tight! The GRIPSTIC is a
remarkable, reusable one-piece device that slides onto
the open end of any bag to lock and seal air-tight. The
patented GRIPSTIC seals chip bags, snack bags, cereal
bags, coffee bags, fresh and frozen foods, baking
and dry ingredients bags, and more! This unique
promotional item is impactful, memorable, and has
unlimited uses around the home and office.

(111) Yo 2 Go Yogurt Cup As Low As $4.99
Fill the container with your favorite Yogurt! Put
your topping in the lid! & take it to go! Spill proof
and re-usable. 12oz hard acrylic body. Keeps your
topping crisp and delicious. eco friendly!

(112) GO! Lunchtime As Low As $10.95

(113) “The Modern” Press

An innovation in meal and snack convenience. Leak
proof construction gives you confidence to fill and
go! Easy to carry, leak proof, microwave safe, breakresistant, BPA free. 5 piece set includes spoon (locks into
lid), leak proof lid, 16 oz. mug, clear protective cover
and 9 oz. bowl.

As Low As $15.99

16 oz tea & coffee maker. Double wall
glass interior|transparent exterior.
Stainless steel infuser. Easy to clean.

(114) Plastic Finger Ring
Bottle Opener As Low As $0.85

(115) Corkcicle Wine Chiller

Place on finger like a ring, and easily
open bottles.

Keeping your wines at just the right
drinking temperatures—it’s a great
dilemma. The answer to this perplexity?
Corkcicle. Placed inside the bottle, it chills
the wine from the inside. Corkcicle can
be washed and used again and again.
It’s the perfect gift for any wine lover!

As Low As $24.17
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(116) Corkcicle Wine Chiller As Low As $28.45
Keeping your wines at just the right drinking temperatures—it’s a great dilemma. The
answer to this perplexity? Corkcicle. Placed inside the bottle, it chills the wine from
the inside. Corkcicle can be washed and used again and again. It comes packed in a
black gift box, it is available in natural cork or black rubber and has a customizable
plexi dome. It’s the perfect gift for any wine lover!

(119) Dropstop Wine Pourer As Low As $0.83

As Low As $6.95

Push-type Vacuum pumps out the air from the bottle.
Keeps wine fresh up to 30 days. For easy use: place the
stopper firmly on the bottle, press downwards several
times until firmly sealed. Food grade ABS used.

Simply roll up disc, insert it into the bottle and “pour
the wine without spilling a drop”. Award winning wine
pourer is protected by patents worldwide and is reusable
for years providing valuable repetitive exposure of your
marketing message. 3” Diameter

(117) Ice Rocks As Low As 10.90

(120) Wine Cork Candle Set As Low As $2.79

(121) The Knob Opener As Low As $3.18

Square Plastic container with PP twist off lid contains a set of six Soapstone ice rocks.
Soapstone is non-porous and will not impart flavor or odor to your drink. Ice rocks
come packed inside a mesh pouch. The perfect solution to chill your beverage without
diluting it. Place the rocks in the freezer a few hours before use. Rocks are reusable
and FDA approved.

2 candles packed in a black gift box. Perfect for on-pack
promotions.

The top bottle opener! Unique design. Large imprint
area. Stainless steel domed opener prier.
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(118) Tuscany Vacuum Wine Stopper

(125)

Send us your logo mugs or tumblers and we will
complete the gift with a selection of gourmet coffees and
complimentary foods. This satin-lined, 10-inch black
faux leather gourmet food gift box was designed for
desktop or home storage and is filled with Wolfgang
Puck® Signature gourmet coffees, almond biscotti,
Bellagio® drink mix, latte flavored candies and 20
delicious chocolate hazelnut filled wafer cookies perfect
for dunking. Price of gift is exclusive of logo mug. Supply
us with a branded logo mug or tumbler and we will
include it at no additional cost. Price of gift is exclusive
of mug.

(122) Branded Chocolate Bars
As Low As 1.65 each | $16.50 6pk | $29.50 12pk

Flavors:
Peanut Butter and Jelly Sandwich
Salty Sea Shore Caramel
Poppin’ Candy Crunch
Peanut Butter Cup
Raspberry Burst
Marshmallow S’mores Galore
Caramel Smoothie
Toffee Munchin’ Crunch
Smokin’ Chipotle
Cafe Espresso Bean
Peppermint Candy Crunch
Shakin’ Malted Milkshake
Available in 6 and 12 packs.

(125) Wolfgang Puck® Gourmet Coffee
Sampler As Low As $37.95

(126)
(127)

(126) Crabtree & Evelyn Botanical Hand
Therapy Sampler Starting At $18.00
The Botanical Hand Therapy Sampler from Crabtree &
Evelyn features three intensive moisturizers that envelop
skin in hydration, leaving them noticeably softer. This set
comes with 25g each of the Citron, Pomegranate and
Avocado Hand Therapy formulas in a charming striped
box with ribbon accent.

(123) Cube of Mints As Low As $1.39

(124) Test Tube Mints As Low As $1.05

(127) Renew-You Spa As Low As $25.95

Contains approximately 100 mints. Ideal
for delivering 4 different message; 4 printed
sides for the price of one!

Great breath mint giveaway! Test Tube with clear cap
can be filled with a variety of mints and candy. Other
fills include cinnamon red hots, mini tarts, message in
a bottle, sugar free mints, and chocolate littles.

Filled with the essentials to create a spa feeling at
home, this seagrass basket contains vanilla bean and
shea body lotion, shower gel, body scrub, luxury bath
crystals, hand-held loofah and assorted tea sachets.

Lens Sticker

(128) DöGo™ As Low As $2.49
Pronounced “Dough-Go!” Press and mold into 3-D logo lid to make
repeatable, and lasting impressions of your brand. The 3-D embossed
lid impresses your logo into the dough each time the container is closed.
Soft pliable dough lets you press, mold, sculpt, squeeze and stretch.
Does not damage carpet or other surfaces. Seal DöGo™ inside provided
container to keep pliable. Air dry to a lightweight foam to preserve a
sculpted shape or the logo.

Lens Sticker
Lens Sticker

Electroplating

(130) Branded Sunglasses As Low As $1.75

All-Over Printing

(129) Wikki Stix Call For Pricing

More Fun than a Toy...More Creative than a Craft! Wikki Stix are made
of hand-knitting yarn enhanced with a microcrystalline food-grade,
non-toxic wax, the kind used in bubble gum and lipstick. No glue, no
paste, no mess. Just press them down with light fingertip pressure and
they will adhere to almost any smooth surface. They are also easy to
peel up and reposition there is no preparation, no clean-up, no mess.
Press ‘em down, peel ‘em off… it’s that simple! Made in the USA!

Brand your glasses! Print all over
the frames and lenses! Electroplating allows you to have
your artwork printed on the lenses without hindering
vision. Available with metallic or polarized lenses.

(131) Caca Glasses Call for Pricing
Caca Glasses are compact and light-weight so you
can take them with you wherever you go. Printed with
your logo, these are the perfect accessory for summer
outdoor sporting events, music festivals, and more.
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(132) Acrylic Magnet Sets

(136)

As Low As $8.16

Available In All Shapes! All magnet gift
sets are made with a 1|4” thick sheet of
clear acrylic covering a four color image
and have a full magnet back. Custom
shape acrylic magnets sets are available.
Price will vary by size.

(133) Self Inflat-A-Ball
(136) Acrylic Puzzles with Case As Low As $5.94

Self Inflat-A-Ball is the perfect giveaway for
Christmas-themed promotions. It’s especially
good for direct mail campaigns because it
is flat and lightweight, yet has a big impact.
Simply tap the center to see it magically
self-inflate, and spread a bit of Christmas
magic! The Self Inflat-A-Ball can be fullcolor printed on both sides. It is available in
3 shapes: round, star and diamond.

(133)

These acrylic puzzles are made with a full color digital print
in-between a sheet of 1|8” clear acrylic on front and a
sheet of 1|8” gloss black acrylic on the back. Puzzles come
assembled in a clear plastic case that is available in 3 sizes.
These are laser cut so they can be cut to almost any shape
without an expensive die charge. Small (2 ¾ x 3 ¾”) 6-piece
puzzle; Medium (4 ½ x3 ½) 9-piece puzzle; Large (5 x 7)
16-piece puzzle.

(137) Green to Go As Low As $6.30

Made of high quality knit with fluffy yarn
pom-poms. One size fits most. Get your
brand noticed with 56 color combinations
to choose from!

A great gift for players and fans Putt anywhere, anytime,
indoors or our, home, hotel room or office. The entire putting
green surface and flag is imprintable and autographable.
Mail it as an invitation to a golf outing, or toss it in a
briefcase or suitcase. The world’s most portable yet functional
golf green!

(135) Rock the House Heads

(137)

Call For Pricing

The latest craze in sporting event signage
and stadium give-a-ways.
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(134) Rally Fingerz Starting At $4.25

(134)

(138) Beach Pong Paddle Set
As Low As $8.40

Includes full color bleed imprinting on one
side, color coordinated handle and ball, and
a resealable plastic net bag.

(142) Inukshuk As Low As $34.50
Stones of wisdom Inukshuk–the traditional guide for
travelers can be used in the office as a magnetic anti-stress
product, puzzle and universal office item. Magnetic stone
gadget as a modern puzzle for the office desk. INUKSHUK
promotes inner peace and concentration. As an anti-stress
product and puzzle it also acts in the office as a universal
desk item: paper clip holder, photo holder and much more.

(139) Troika Super Connie As Low As $26.10
Polished chrome plated mobile, friction motor airplane
paperweight with magnet to hold paper clips (5 included).
Welcome on board SUPER CONNIE. The legendary Super
Constellation reminds one of the elegant era of air travel.
Only privileged guests are invited for flights around the desk.
In an instant, a friction motor propels the polished chrome
propeller plane to travel speed.

(140) Troika Lumber Truck

(141) Troika Easy Rider As Low As $28.90

As Low As $39.55

Polished chrome-plated, friction motor motorcycle
paperweight with magnet for paper clips (5 included).
The EASY RIDER brings high-octane adventure to even
the smallest desk.

Polished chrome-plated, friction motor
LUMBERTRUCK paperweight, pen holder
and paper clip holder all in one. Removable
attachment offers space for pens or letters.
Includes magnet, 3 pencils and 5 paper clips.

(143) Crystal Scents As Low As $3.45

(144) USB Personal Ultrasonic Humidifier

Alluring crystal clear waterbeads, lightly scented with a
delightful fragrance. Invertible rubber lid acts as a stabilizing
base, and reflects color throughout the beads. Refreshes your
desk or workspace with a pleasant scent. Gradually releases
scent over several weeks time. Replacing lid on the clear container will extend scent life.

As Low As $20.00

Vaporizes a large amount of water mist instantly when
plugged in. On|off switch for a soothing blue light that
beautifully illuminates the water level. Dial for adjusting
the volume of mist. Auto shutoff when water runs out. One
water refill can last up to 4 hours. Small, portable and
powered by USB makes it perfect for home, office or travel.

(145)

(149) Bosa Rollerball Pen
As Low As $2.59

Aluminum with retro metallic finish
and chrome trim. Pull-off cap.

(146)

(150) Robina Pen|Highlighter
(149)
(145) E3 Push Staple Remover with Letter
Opener and Ruler Starting At $4.00
Introducing the E3 Push Staple Remover with Letter
Opener and Ruler! The innovative flat design pushes out
staples without grabbing or tearing the paper. Great for
removing heavy duty staples!

As Low As $1.39

Aluminum with retro metallic finish,
etched design on lower barrel and
chrome trim. Push-action pen function.

As Low As $1.49

Plastic with satin silver finish, grey slide-action pen
function, chrome tip, solid colored comfort grip,
matching soft capacitive stylus and frosted translucent
pull-off highlighter cap. Highlighter colors match
trim except satin silver and black trims have a yellow
highlighter.

Billboard pen with large imprint area on clip. Available
with full color imprint.

Plastic with white barrel, black center
trim, fluorescent colored pull-off caps.
Wax highlighters match trim.

(151) Luigi Ballpoint Pen

(146) Blossom-Stylus Pen | Highlighter | Stylus

(147) Billboard Pen As Low As $0.44

As Low As $1.29

(152) Christi Ballpoint Pen
As Low As $1.29

(151)
(147)

Plastic with satin silver barrel, colored
rubber comfort grip, matching plunger and chrome trim. Push-action pen
function.

(153) Erica Ballpoint Pen
As Low As $1.29

(148)

Plastic with frosted translucent finish,
white trim and transparent accents.

(148) Banner Pen Large As Low As $4.88
The jumbo banner pen has a large imprint area on the
banner for you to promote. Banner Size 15” x 7”

(154) The Crystal Stylus Pen
As Low As $2.29

(153)

A stylish multi functional stylus pen for
use with any touch screen device. The
barrel is filled with decorative crystal
rhinestones. The soft stylus tip keeps
your screen free from scratches and
finger prints.

(155)

(156)

(159) Ad Bag Billboard Bags Starting At $35.00
Constructed from reinforced vinyl mesh, seatbelt, and inner tube, the
Ad Bag is a strong and lightweight carryall. In this tote bag’s former life
it was probably a big star hanging up high on a billboard or building
in downtown Seattle. But the life of a big shot advertisement is brief.
So we stepped in and gave the ad a second, more utilitarian life as a
billboard bag hauling your groceries and things around. This Billboard
Bag is perfect for the gym, beach, a picnic, overnight, carryon and
more. You can always toss it in the washing machine after a hard day.
No two bags are alike. Large size for large loads.

(155) Baggie Starting At $4.95

(156) Medium Metro Starting At $9.95

Baggie size is 8.5” x 7.5”. Zipper enclosure. Machine
washable. Water resistant. Lab Tested, Food Safe.
Completely customizable. Shown in: Spring|Fall in
New York. Other styles available.

Individual bag size 15.5” x 15.5” x 4”. Handles are
11.5” long. Machine washable. Each bag holds up to
50lbs. Water resistant. Double bound seams. Square
sides and bottom. Completely customizable. Shown in:
Perry|Lincoln Park. Other styles available.

(157) Lexi Wristlet Wallet As Low As $14.98
A cute and convenient way to carry your essentials for a
day or night out. Zippered compartment ideal for storing
a smart phone. Snap wallet compartment with interior
zippered change pocket, currency pocket and five card
slots. Wristlet strap. Front pocket. Stylish interior lining
for added appeal.

(158) Saddle Bag Cooler and Tote™
As low as $15.95

Stay organized at the beach or the pool with the exclusive
new Saddle Bag Cooler and Tote. This ingenious product
conveniently keeps all of your essentials neatly organized
and within reach. An insulated cooler on one side carries
food and beverages; a spacious storage bag on the
other side has special compartments for keys, iPods, cell
phones, sun screen and your favorite beach read.
Both totes are connected with a wide, adjustable mesh
strap that also allows you to carry your towel. Contoured
rubber grips make it easy to close and carry. Easily
adjusts to any size lounge chair.

(160) The Dean (Bellino) As Low As $121.16
Made in distressed leather. Compartments with a zipper divider in the
middle. Zip compartment in front with pockets. Open pocket in the back.
Side zip pocket for a phone.
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(161) Neoprene Luggage Sleeve
Made from extremely durable, premium
neoprene (the wetsuit material. Dyesublimation
printing process allows for eye-catching
graphics. Double-stitched for added durability.
TSA Friendly. Form-fitted sleeve stretches to fit
most suitcases. Machine wash cold, drip dry.
Small “Carry-on” Size As Low As $18.94
Fits 20–24” Bags
Large “Checked-Bag” Size As Low As $21.35
Fits 25–30” Bags

(164) The Smart Cart As Low As $20.99

(165) iCooler: As Low As $22.95
(162) Day Tripper Reversible Bag™
As Low As $23.25

Two color options in one reversible bag.
Designed to complement our beach towels, the
new reversible bag is generously sized. The
17” x 24” x 9” bag holds up to 6 large beach
towels. This cotton canvas bag also includes two
zippered 10” x 10” compartments, both inside
and outside. The cushioned shoulder straps
provide comfort and make it easy to carry.

(163) Excel Laptop Backpack As Low As $7.99
Zippered main compartment with multi-padded
electronic pockets fits 15.6" screen laptop & iPad
or tablet. Concealed outside zippered pocket w|
key holder & organizer. Mesh bottle pocket on
both sides. Earphone outlet. Padded back panel.
Adjustable padded back straps.

Stylish Small personalized iCooler lunch tote
Stylish Large personalized iCooler lunch tote
iCooler beverage|beer can personalized cooler
Our iCooler products are made from highly durable and eco-friendly
material that has an innovative cooling system; a patented design
that has permanent non-toxic gel-packs built into all six sides of the
lining. The iCOOLer line of products is a must for reducing waste and
promoting a healthy lifestyle.
To use iCooler products, you can fold and place them in your freezer
and, when ready, pack them with your favorite breakfast, lunch, snacks,
or beverages. Your food and drinks will stay cool and fresh for hours.
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The Smart Cart is another innovative folding basket that definitely makes
your life easier. It's the perfect rolling cart that easily folds to fit in your
trunk, closet or anywhere else, and can be used to haul anything. The
Smart Cart has a patented, ergonomically designed, extendable handle
that allows you to pull more weight with less effort and the non-slip
rubber grip provides optimal comfort, which is especially important
when pulling heavy loads. Weighs less than 3 lbs. Holds 110 lbs. Folds
to only 2"

(166) Beachnik As Low As $1.99
Cup with cone shape to hold drinks,
media devices, glasses and more.
Simply push into ground, sand or
soft surface.

(167) Custom Firepit
As Low As $169.99

Natural rust patina finish ages
beautifully over time. Portable design
allows fire pit to move easily from
patio to beach and beyond. Safety
ring surrounding fire pit also functions
as footrest and handle. Manufactured
from cold-rolled steel for years of
durability. Sturdy legs are welded in
place to prevent pit from wobbling.
Comes fully assembled for immediate
use. Five-year warranty. Fire pit
guaranteed not to burn through or rust
through for five years.

(168) ALL-STAR Stadium Seat As Low As $35.00
The most innovative stadium seat on the market. With
elastic strap seats and a larger, ergonomic seat back,
you’ll wonder how you ever sat in bleachers without
one. The ALL-STAR Stadium Seat will fit virtually any
type of bleacher, old or new, wood or aluminum and
is easily stored and carried from game to game.
Our ALL-STAR Stadium Seat is the most comfortable,
versatile, and best-looking stadium seat on the market.
A great way to show off your team spirit and an even
better way to fund-raise for your team, booster club, or
company. Ergonomically built and beneficial for your
posture.

(169) 48 QT Neoprene Cooler Sleeve
As Low As $13.73

Made from extremely durable, premium neoprene
(the wetsuit material. Dyesublimation printing process
allows for eye-catching graphics. Double-stitched
for added durability. TSA Friendly. Form-fitted sleeve
stretches to fit most Coleman,Igloo, Rubbermaid or
Gatorade coolers. Machine wash cold, drip dry.

(170)
(170) Bowl Dog 2 Go As Low As $ 2.99
Great solution for dogs on the go. Easy to use. Simply
fold open and pour into the instant bowl.

(171) HelloMellow Bath & Grooming
Products for Pets Call For Pricing
All-natural grooming products formulated specially for
dogs; made with the highest quality ingredients.
The HelloMellow pet line includes four all-natural items:
Bed and Toy Spray Cleaner (2 oz.)
After Play Spray (2 oz.)
Dry Shampoo Powder (2 oz.)
Pawdicure Paw Balm (.25 oz)

(172) Doggie Fetch & Rewards As Low as $3.19 Each
2-compartment clear cup holds Doggie Ball and Doggie Treats. Full color logo
on Doggie Ball included. Ball for dog exercise with paw print on one side.

(171)
(173) Fresh-Baked Natural Peanut Butter Dog Treat Tubes
As Low As $2.25

All natural dog treats in a paper tube. Unique, fresh and flavorful. Made
simply with peanut butter, honey and whole wheat flour. The perfectly sized
3-inch cardboard tube is made with 50% post-consumer recycled materials.
Approximately 30 treats per tube.

(174) Mercer iPad Shoulder Bag
Starting At $118.00

This retro, recycled shoulder bag is sized
just right for modern living. An iPad slips
perfectly into the inside sleeve. Zip your
valuables into the large interior zippered
pocket. Outside pockets accommodate a
cell phone and U-lock or journal. Features
durable, water resistant exterior constructed
from upcycled inner tubes; durable shoulder
strap made from upcycled seatbelt; interior
iPad sleeve plus extra pocket; and two
exterior slip pockets.

(175) Ballard Belt Starting At $38.00
Our top-selling Ballard belt is made from
reclaimed bike tubes! We start with one
tube wrapped around another to create
four layers of rubber. The highlight stitching
allows the belt to stretch just enough for
comfort, but the rubber construction ensures
the belt won’t stretch out permanently over
time. Vegan, leather-free and includes a
sharp looking, removable brushed steel
buckle. Constructed from durable, water
resistant upcycled bicycle inner tubes.
Removable brushed steel buckle included.

(177) Eastlake Laptop Sleeve

(178) Double Walled eco-Can

(179) 7"X9" Recycled Pen Book

Starting At $44.00

As Low As $12.98

As Low As $5.70

It’s the 21st century but your laptop still
won’t fit in your pocket. So until it does,
we’ve got this sleek and minimal sleeve
that protects your precious cargo from
bumps, scuffs, and tumbles. This easy
access sleeve can fly solo or on board
the Messenger, Urban and Union bags.
Constructed from upcycled bicycle inner
tubes. Durable, highly water-resistant
exterior. Sizes compatible with most 13”
or 15” laptop styles.

Made of environmentally friendly heat
resistant PLA (thermoplastic derived from
renewable resources like corn starch).
Durable and reusable. BPA free and FDA
compliant. Dishwasher friendly. Tab lid can
be opened and closed. 100% compostable.
Entire lid screws on|off for easy cleaning
and refilling.

Cover is constructed of natural plain
chipboard (80 pt), Filled with 70 ruled
recycled sheets (60# white paper, 100%
PCW Recycled) with Recycled symbol
printed on each sheet. Features extended
back with elastic pen loop and unprinted
recycled pen included. Full length silver or
black spiral binding

(97) 16oz ecoPint As Low As $5.99

(180) Banana Paper Notebook

(181)Natural Rubber Yoga Mat

16 oz single wall pint made from bamboo
fiber. Hand wash only. Due to natural nature
of item each piece will be slightly different.

Call For Pricing

Starting At $44.99

Banana paper is made with 20% banana
fibre and 80% post consumer.100% Tree
free & acid free!! Grown in Costa Rica.
Several journal styles available.

Made from open-cell, natural rubber. 5mm
thick. Naturally slip resistant.

(176) Large Messenger Bag
Starting At $168.00

The original Alchemy Goods bag. For
those who want to be seen, the Messenger
features the most reflective material of any
Ag bag. It’s perfect for bike messengers,
students or anyone else with a lot of stuff
to carry around. Features: durable, water
resistant exterior constructed from upcycled
inner tubes; durable shoulder strap made
from two upcycled seatbelts sewn together;
zippered exterior pocket; zipper pull made
from an upcycled inner tube valve stem;
two internal pockets plus pen slots. T-strap
stabilizes load while cycling.

Matthew Levy
t : 818.535.6293
www.PromoShopMatt.com
mlevy@promoshopinc.com
twitter : @CustomMerchGuru
Los Angeles | Boise | Boston | Dallas | Detroit | Encino | Irvine
NYC | San Diego | San Francisco | Seattle | Toronto | Windsor

To place an order or for additional product ideas, please contact your PromoShop sales executive or e-mail us at surfsup@promoshopla.com
Pricing Disclaimer: All estimated prices featured in our 2013 hot idea book are estimates based on blank merchandise, standard imprint, or 1 color
, 1 position imprint.
Your PromoShop representative will provide a firm quote according to your exact specifications required. Any applicable set-up charges, sales taxes, and freight are also not included.

